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fornia. You're going off chasing visions, chasing dreams. Later on when you're

up in Alaska where its cold sometime I'll let you come down and take my church

for a month to get warmed up." So the indoctrination in his case, not merely

ruined his Christian faith, but it showed itself in his moral attitude. And the

utter selfishness which displaced the complete abandonment to Christ that he seemed

always to have, when he went in there as a freshman into that college. The in

fluence of education as it is come under the hold of WA. Jennings and John Dewey

and other anti-Christian influence in America inthese last fifty years. It's

effect on our education classes has been tremendous beyond description, and we are

only now beginning, I mean we, as a whole, to wake up to the fact. We must admit

that the Roman Catholics showed a clearness of understanding way beysd anything

that we have had. When you think today, think of our Philadelphia area, with maybe

40% of the youngsters in Roman Catholic schools and you realize that they caught

on long before we did to the Ath&èstic indoctrination which was coming into our

public schools and they built their own schools, although numerically they were

far behind us. Today their influence on their young people is far greater than

that of the Protestants because they wke up and got to work on the problem, long

before we did.

And so we see from these two negative illustrations how strong an influence

education can be and today we have a generation in which the intelligentsia has

been conditioned spsinat Christianity and against American institutions to the

extent that the thing. that we were proud of when I was a boy, most people speak

today apologetically about. A change has come over us and it is the result of a

dedicated group of people dedicated to a humanistic, secularistic, philosphy which

they have spread into every facet of our public schools from elementary right up

to the top universities. And if it were not that we knew that the great God whom

we represent is far greater and more powerful than anything the world has to offer,

we would just give up and surrender today because humanly speaking, the battle
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